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1. Introduction 

Recently, there has been increasing need for a dexterous robot hand beyond the capability of 
the human hand. There has been considerable work concerning grasping and manipulation 
by a robot hand [1], however most of the researches are focused on the stable grip. In order 
to achieve a skilful handling like a human hand, it is necessary that a robot hand has the 
capability to manipulate a target dexterously with fingers having multi degrees of freedom. 
One of the dexterous tasks of a human hand is tool manipulation. A human hand can 
operate many types of tools much like a part of his body. The tool manipulation is more 
difficult than the typical manipulation. The hand has to control a target through the tool 
while the tool is gripped by the hand stably. The object also has to be controlled by the other 
grasped object. In order to achieve such a task, sensory feedback control is very important. 
It is not a requirement that such a tool manipulation is directly applied to the actual 
application such as industrial use. However, tool manipulation is one of the most dexterous 
human skills, and it should help us to solve the problem of why a human hand is so 
dexterous. By analyzing the skill involved in tool manipulation, various types of 
information which may be useful in developing a robot hand more dexterous than a human 
hand may be acquired. 
In this chapter we propose a tool manipulation system by a multifingered hand. As a 
handled tool, we adopt tweezers. The manipulation of a tweezers-type tool is analyzed and 
achieved using a visual servoing control strategy. In the control system, the contact point 
between a robot finger and a tool is regarded as a kind of passive joint which is controlled 
by external force and friction force. And by using high-speed vision, relative positions 
among a robot hand, a tool and a handled object are measured in realtime, and realtime 
sensory feedback is achieved. 
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2. Background 

There have been several researches from a biological viewpoint concerning how to 
manipulate tools by the human hand. However, there have been few researches about tool 
manipulation by a robot hand.  
Sugiuchi et al. studied manipulation of scissors by a dual multi-finger hand arm system [2]. 
Kawasaki et al. developed a haptic interface to manipulate plural tool devices for their 
multifingered hand [3]. By changing the hold part of the tools, the hand could easily 
manipulate the tools. Kemp et al. detected the tip of a tool by image processing, and a robot 
hand manipulated it [4].  Bernardin et. al. developed a system which extracted manipulation 
skills including tool manipulation from a human skill based on sensor fusion approach[5]. 
Some of these previous researches are heuristic. In some of them, the process of 
manipulation is the main research interest. There are few researches that focus on dynamic 
properties of tool manipulation and its sensory control feedback method. 
On the other hand, recently a multifingered hand system which has the capability to move 
quicker than a human hand has been developed [6]. By using high-speed visual feedback at 
the rate of 1kHz, various types of manipulation has been achieved, for example, quick 
regrasping of an object [7], pen spinning [8] and rope knotting[9]. This precise and rapid 
motion is appropriate for as a test-bed for tool manipulation. 
In this research, some essential elements for tool manipulation are extracted: the passive 
joint and visual servoing control method. And a new control strategy is proposed based on 
the elements. By using high-speed hand system, the control strategy is verified. 

 
Fig. 1. Concept 

 
3. Dynamic property of tool manipulation 

Fig.1 shows the experimental setup. A multifingered hand grasps a tweezers with two 
fingers. The hand manipulates the tip of the tweezers so that the tweezers pick up an object 
placed on the table. The position of hand, tweezers and object are measured by the vision 
system. In this configuration, the hand and the tweezers are integrated, and they are 
regarded as one mechanism. The contact point between the finger and the tool is regarded 

 

as a kind of passive joint. This passive joint cannot be controlled actively because there is no 
actuator between the finger and the tool in general. However, the translational and 
rotational friction force at the contact point can be controlled by changing the grip force. 
Also, using an external force such as gravity, the condition at the contact point can be 
controlled (Fig.4). If the hand can make another contact between the tool and the other 
external object, the contact point also can be controlled. This means that this system has a 
multi-joint structure that includes a passive joint. There are following features in such a 
system. 

 
3.1. Posture change of a passive joint structure during manipulation 
In tool manipulation, it is possible that the condition at the contact point (passive joint) may 
changes during manipulation. First, the initial grasp condition of the tool may be changed at 
each trial, because of the error involved in placing the tool. This means that the condition for 
grasping the tool is changed for each trial. Next, if some external force is added to a part of 
the tool during manipulation, a rotational moment at the contact point occurs. When this 
rotational moment is larger than the static frictional force, the relative posture of the tool to 
the hand is also changed.  
For these reason, it is necessary to measure the relative positions in realtime, and to control 
the hand so as to cancel the changes. A visual servoing control method is effective for this 
problem. If the rate of feedback is sufficiently fast, the control can be achieved more 
smoothly. In this case the camera’s focal length is set at 28[mm] , because of the small size of 
the target. The calculated camera’s horizontal angle of view is about 0.3[mm/pixel]. If target 
moves around by 1.5[m/s].  
 

 
Fig. 2. Tool manipulation using a passive joint. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3. The passive joint absorbs impact force. 
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For a camera with normal speed, the 30[fps] camera, the target moves about 5[mm/frame]. 
For 500[fps] camera, the target moves about 1[pixel/frame]. This means that the high-speed 
vision provides a low cost of search range and high accuracy of manipulation. 

 
3.2 Manipulation using passive joint 
When a human hand manipulates a tool, the contact point between hand and tool is not 
always fixed. Corresponding to the situation, the finger may slide on the tool by reducing 
grip force. As a result flexible manipulation can be achieved. There are two advantages of 
the passive joint. 
The first advantage is that the passive joint extends the range of manipulation. An example 
is shown in Fig.2. In this case, the robot hand is fixed on the ground, and only the wrist joint 
can be rotated. If the tweezers is rigidly fixed on the finger, the tip of the tweezers can only 
reach to the circumference as shown in Fig.2 left. Using rotation of passive joint, one DOF 
(degrees of freedom) is added. As a result, the tip of the tweezers can reach over an area 
other than circumference as shown in Fig.2 right. 
The second advantage is that unexpected impact force added to the tool can be absorbed by 
gripping the tool softly (Fig.3) . These advantages mean that not only fixed grip but also soft 
flexible grip are important in tool manipulation. 

 
4. System Configurations 

4.1 High-speed multifingered hand [8] 
Fig.5 shows the mechanical design of the hand. It has three fingers, and we call the fingers 
“left thumb”, “index finger” and “right thumb” by looking from the left side. The index 
finger has 2-DOF, and the other fingers have 3-DOF, and the hand has 8-DOF in total. 
A newly developed small harmonic drive gear and a high power mini actuator are fitted in 
each finger link. The design of this actuator is based on the new concept that maximum 
power output, rather than rated power output, should be improved. The hand can close its 
joints at 180deg per 0.1s. The hand has two wrist joints. The wrist part has a differential 
rotation mechanism, and comprises two axes: the flexure-extension axis (WJ1 in Fig. 5) and 
the adductor axis (WJ2 in Fig.5). To minimize the inertia of the hand-wrist unit, actuators are 
equipped with the root of the elbow, and two belts are used to transmit power from the 
actuators to the wrist. Its maximum velocity is 300rpm, and the maximum output is 12N. 

 
Fig. 4. The passive joint feature. 

 

 
Fig. 5. High-speed multifingered hand[12] 

 
4.2 High-speed vision system 
The vision system uses high-speed camera called BaslerA504k. Its resolution is 1280× 1024. 
It is connected to the image processing PC (CPU: Pentium 4 (3.20GHz) Mem: 1.0GB) by 
cameralink. It takes 8bit gray-scale images and the maximum speed is 500frames/s by 1280× 
1024. The image processing PC calculates feature value at almost 500frames/s and send the 
value to the control processing system (dSPACE) by CAN connection. 
The tips of tweezers are marked and we can take moment feature of image and get gravity 
of image. In this system we assume that marker and target are detected. Those are checked 
by hand. Threshold value is constant as one chooses. 

 
4.3 Others 
The control processing system (dSPACE, CPU: PowerPC 750GX (1Ghz)) receives the value 
from the image processing PC and control the multifingerd hand at 1kHz. The tweezers is 
20cm long and the material is SUS304. Fig.6 shows system configuration. 

 
5. Control Algorithm 

The hand is controlled through image based visual servoing. Image based visual servoing is 
a control method by feedback of position error in image plane. It is robust against 
calibration error, and the computation of the target 3D position is not needed. 
The fingers are used to control the tweezers grip. In this case, two fingers which have four 
joints θ1, θ2, θ3, and θ4 are used. The 2-axis wrist joints θw =(θw1, θw2) are used to control the 
position of the tip of the tweezers. 
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Fig. 6. System configuration. 

 
Fig. 7. Parameters of the system. 

 
5.1 Target tracking of tweezers 
 The target position in the image plane is defined as ξ = (ξx, ξy) and the 3D position of the 
target is defined as x = (x, y, z). Using the perspective projection function f, we can write ξ = 
f(x) . From the kinematics of the hand and tweezers structure, we can write the tip of 
tweezers point as x = g(θ). 
By differentiating this relation, 
 

w
w

Jg
x
f 


  







  (1) 

 
with respect to 
 

θd = kJ-1 (ξ0− ξt) + θ (2) 
where k is constant. 

 

Using this equation, we can calculate the desired angle of the wrist joint. When the tip of the 
tweezers touches the table plane where the target is placed, by using the passive joint a 
target impact force is absorbed, and the tip of the tweezers can move along the surface of the 
table plane. 
In this condition, the image Jacobian J is changed because of the change in kinematics of the 
grip. Although the speed of convergence is changed, tracking is achieved in most cases 
because of robustness of the visual servoing. 

 
5.2 Control of passive joint: joint structure changes 
The following expressions are introduced: 
 

k = k + a 











x
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where 
x
t




 is the rate of change of image feature, and a, b are constant coefficients. It 

corresponds to the tracking speed of the tweezers, and the gain is automatically adjusted. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Kinematic error and image error caused by the passive joint. 
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Fig. 9. Simple spring model of tweezers. 

 
5.3 Control of passive joint: use of gravity 
If we regard the tweezers as a simple spring model as in Fig.9, the following expressions can 
be led:  
 

d0 > db > d0 -
k
mg


 (4) 

 
where d0, db are respectively the initial width and the reference width of the tweezers tip, μ is 
the coefficient of static friction, m is the weight of tweezers, g is an acceleration of gravity, k 
is the spring constant. 

 
5.4 Target grasp by tweezers 
The tweezers is controlled with the visual servoing according to the following expressions: 
 

θ ← θ + j (ud − u) (5) 
 
where θ is finger joints angle, j is image Jacobian, ud is reference of tips of tweezers width an
d u is image feature. 

 
5.5 Algorithm flow 
Fig. 10 shows the algorithm flow in this system. 
 
Tweezers grasping phase: The hand grasps the tweezers. Fig.11 shows how the tweezers 
are grasped in the case of ”precision prismatic thumb-index finger” grasp [3]. The width of 

 

tweezers tips decreases if the fingers touch the tweezers and grasp it. This decrease is 
observed by the vision system. The operation moves through the following phase. 
Target tracking phase: The hand manipulates tips of the tweezers to the target. The center 
of the target and the center of the tweezers tips are set to ξ0, ξt in eqn.(2). When the tip of the 
tweezers touches the table surface plane where the target is placed, the tracking speed is 
controlled based on eqn.(3). 
Target grasping phase: The hand grasps the target with the tweezers. Using eqn.(5), u is set 
to width of tips of the tweezers and ud is set to the target width. 
Target moving phase: The hand tracks the target to place it. Using eqn.(2), ξ0 is set to place 
the target. ξt is set to the center of the tweezers tips. 
Target releasing phase: The hand releases the target with tweezers. Using eqn.(5), u is the 
tweezers tips width and ud is set to larger than the target width. 
Tweezers moving phase: The hand moves the tweezers to place it. Using eqn.(2), ξ0x is set to 
the initial value of the center of tweezers tip. Now, joint structure between the hand and the 
tweezers is changed. So by using eqn.(5), the width of the tweezers tip is set to the point 
contact situation and the kinematic structure of the passive joint is changed. 
Tweezers releasing phase: Tweezers is released with pushing it. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Precision Grasp 
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Fig. 10. Algorithm flow. 

 
6. Experimental result 

We used a single rice grain as a target; its long axis is roughly 5mm and its short axis is 
roughly 3mm. Another target is a screw; Its is 7.5mm long and 2mm across. Fig.12, Fig.13 
and Fig.16 show the results.  
Fig.12 shows experimental results under different initial conditions. We put the target at the 
different position for each trial. Regardless of difference in the initial conditions the tweezers 
grasped the target well. 
Fig.13. shows experimental results by using the algorithms previously described. The hand 
grasps the tweezers, grasps the target by tweezers, moves the target for place point and 
places the tweezers. At 0.5 second, the hand grasps the tweezers. At 2 second, the grabbing 
state changed. At 2.7 second, the tweezers placed the target. At 3.5 second, the hand 
changed the grabbing state of tweezers by using gravity. Fig.14 shows the part of the 
tracking of tweezers to the target. When Y pixel of the center of tweezers tips was 745, the 
tip of tweezers touched the table plane. After that, the tweezers tips moved along the 
surface. Normally, if the passive joint structure changes, the tracking speed changes rapidly. 
But in this case the speed changed smoothly by changing the coefficient of the control 
method. 

 

 
Fig. 14. Experimental result of target tracing phase. 
 

 
Fig. 15. The tweezers tips moving on image plane of Y pixel on gravity use phase. 
 
Fig. 15. shows the tips of tweezers on the image plane of Y pixel. This figure shows the hand 
makes good use of the gravity.  
Fig. 16. shows experimental results of moving target. The target is moving from opposite 
side of the hand to the hand, and the hand grasps the target. Regardless of motion of the 
target, the hand grasps well. Fig. 17 and 18 shows the tips of tweezers and the target on 
image plane of X pixel and Y pixel. In this case the time between vision recognition and 
grabbing is 0.1 second. The tips of tweezers follows the target well. This experiment 
concludes the high speed vision and high speed hand are effective for grabbing in this case. 
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We used a single rice grain as a target; its long axis is roughly 5mm and its short axis is 
roughly 3mm. Another target is a screw; Its is 7.5mm long and 2mm across. Fig.12, Fig.13 
and Fig.16 show the results.  
Fig.12 shows experimental results under different initial conditions. We put the target at the 
different position for each trial. Regardless of difference in the initial conditions the tweezers 
grasped the target well. 
Fig.13. shows experimental results by using the algorithms previously described. The hand 
grasps the tweezers, grasps the target by tweezers, moves the target for place point and 
places the tweezers. At 0.5 second, the hand grasps the tweezers. At 2 second, the grabbing 
state changed. At 2.7 second, the tweezers placed the target. At 3.5 second, the hand 
changed the grabbing state of tweezers by using gravity. Fig.14 shows the part of the 
tracking of tweezers to the target. When Y pixel of the center of tweezers tips was 745, the 
tip of tweezers touched the table plane. After that, the tweezers tips moved along the 
surface. Normally, if the passive joint structure changes, the tracking speed changes rapidly. 
But in this case the speed changed smoothly by changing the coefficient of the control 
method. 

 

 
Fig. 14. Experimental result of target tracing phase. 
 

 
Fig. 15. The tweezers tips moving on image plane of Y pixel on gravity use phase. 
 
Fig. 15. shows the tips of tweezers on the image plane of Y pixel. This figure shows the hand 
makes good use of the gravity.  
Fig. 16. shows experimental results of moving target. The target is moving from opposite 
side of the hand to the hand, and the hand grasps the target. Regardless of motion of the 
target, the hand grasps well. Fig. 17 and 18 shows the tips of tweezers and the target on 
image plane of X pixel and Y pixel. In this case the time between vision recognition and 
grabbing is 0.1 second. The tips of tweezers follows the target well. This experiment 
concludes the high speed vision and high speed hand are effective for grabbing in this case. 
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Fig. 17. The target and the tweezers tips moving on image plane of X pixel. 
 

 
Fig. 18. The target and the tweezers tips moving on image plane of Y pixel. 

 
7. Conclusion 

The effectiveness of the visual servoing in the use of the tool was shown. It was shown that a 
more flexible control was possible by the use of the passive joint. In the future work we will 
check the applicability of this approach to other tools and its commonization to other this 
problem. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Experimental results of different initial conditions. 
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Fig. 17. The target and the tweezers tips moving on image plane of X pixel. 
 

 
Fig. 18. The target and the tweezers tips moving on image plane of Y pixel. 
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Fig. 13. Experimental results of rice pick up. 

 

 
Fig. 16. Experimental results of moving target. 
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Fig. 16. Experimental results of moving target. 
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